ROSE AND THE RED FLAGS

written by
James Weekes

1

EXT. STREET/STUDIO - DAY

1

ROSE runs towards the studio doors. Her hair is messy and she
doesn't have herself together completely. In her arms is a
pile of notebooks and loose sheets of paper.
2

INT. STUDIO - DAY

2

Rose barges in through the rehearsal room doors, NOAH, MACK,
and LOLA are stood around waiting for her. Mack smirks at
Rose. Noah rolls his eyes. Lola goes to help her with the
pile of notebooks.
3

INT. STUDIO - MOMENTS LATER

3

BEGIN BAND MONTAGE: Noah and Mack grab their guitars. Lola
sits at her drum set, picking up her sticks. Rose stands at
the microphone.
The band start performing a cover of (TITLE CREDIT SONG). The
camera tracks back into a wide shot of the band. The title
card appears:
ROSE AND THE RED FLAGS
CUT ON MUSIC TO:
4

INT. FLAT - DAY

4

Mack and Noah are playing foosball against eachother, Lola is
filming them on her camcorder.
Rose is sat alone on the sofa watching them, listening to
music. After the game is finished Mack goes over and sits
next to Rose. Noah rolls his eyes. Rose smirks and hands an
earphone over to Mack.
BEGIN ROSE MONTAGE:
5

INT. STUDIO - DAY
(SCENE 3)

5

Rose stood performing, singing into a microphone.
ROSE PLAYED BY (ACTRESS NAME)
6

INT. FLAT - DAY

6

Rose and Noah are arguing. Noah is sat slouched on a sofa
while Rose is stood in front of him crying.

(CONTINUED)

6

CONTINUED:

6

2.

ROSE
Don't you dare say a fucking word right
now Noah! I don't even want to look at
you! Seriously, did the last 18 months
mean nothing to you? Did I mean nothing
to you? How could you fuck someone else
and not feel any guilt whatsoever? Did
you think I wouldn’t find out? That you
could come back, and play pretend with
your little dirty secret hidden away?
How naive(wipes away her tears)
-how stupid must you think I am? You can
pretend all you want that you're
innocent, that you did nothing wrong,
but I know everything. Everything.
BEGIN NOAH MONTAGE:
7

INT. FLAT - DAY

7

Noah is sat on a sofa watching a movie. The table infront of
him is covered in empty bottles of alcohol. In his hand is a
half drunk bottle of beer.
NOAH PLAYED BY (ACTOR NAME)
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INT. STUDIO - DAY
(SCENE 3)

8

Noah stood playing guitar.
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EXT. STREET - DAY

9

Noah is sat on a set of stairs. A fan of the band has spotted
him and is sat flirting with him. Noah flirts back. Mack is
stood behind them smoking.
BEGIN MACK MONTAGE:
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EXT. FLAT - DAY

10

Mack is leant up against a wall on the phone arguing with
someone (presumably her parents). In her other hand is a
nearly finished cigarette. She flicks the cigarette onto the
floor.
MACK PLAYED BY (ACTOR NAME)
11

INT. STUDIO - DAY
(SCENE 3)
Mack stood playing guitar.

11

3.
12

INT. FLAT - DAY

12

Lola hands Mack the poster that she has made for their
upcoming gig.
BEGIN LOLA MONTAGE:
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EXT. PARK - DAY

13

Lola is sat on a park bench reading Joan Didion's PLAY IT AS
IT LAYS.
LOLA PLAYED BY (ACTOR NAME)
14

INT. STUDIO - DAY
(SCENE 3)

14

Lola sat drumming.
15

EXT. BEACH - DAY

15

The band are all together at the beach. Rose runs and jumps
onto Lola's back.
Lola puts down Rose and tells them to come over. Mack and
Noah run over to them. Noah tries to walk next to Rose but
she walks over to Mack.
The four of them walk off down the beach.
CREW CREDITS APPEAR
FADE TO BLACK.

